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BUILDING AN EMD G26HCW-2 of Slovenian Railroads 
 

by Erik Kalinski 

 

General Motors (GM) Electro Motive Division (EMD) produced quite many locomotives for export 

purposes. There was a lot of domestic, American locomotives exported around the world (like 
almost all F-models, the known geep’s, SD's etc.), but some of the locomotives was made 
especially for export, many modified for the need of the specific countries. 

 

Therefore, I never quite understand the fact, that one almost cannot buy himself a model of 
some of these exported locomotives - I have always believed, that producing of some G12 or 

G16 in HO would be a hot seller, since these locs can be still found in great amount of countries 
(Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia, Yugoslavia, Macedonia, Greece, Spain, Mexico, Israel, Egypt, Hong 
Kong, some African and South American countries, Scandinavia, some was sold even to 

Germany, as I have catched up on the Internet - quite large total market for an HO model 
indeed). 

Former Yugoslavian state railways (JZ) has actually having four GM diesels, of which some was 
produced in the GM assembling plant in London, Ontario (Canada), some was assembled in 

Spain and some by GM licence even in the Yugoslavian locomotive factory Djuro Djakovic. After 
ex-Yugoslavia falls apart, these locomotives was spliced between the new countries. Some 
countries has choosed new paint liveries, some has changed only the name and the logo. 
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Something like that has happened with the models which has stayed in Slovenia, and which are 

still operate today on the country part without electrified railways. 

Well, since as I said, no manufacturer actually makes some of these models in HO (at least, 
nothing an average modeller would buy) , quite a few slovenian enthusiasts has built, more or 
less successfully, their own models, for use on their layouts. So, I also couldn't resist to the 

temptation to make my own model of our own locomotive, even if my layout is actually SBB 
based. 

When I had investigated the matter, I've found that Slovenian railways actually has all four 
models from the former JZ, namely G12, G16, G22 and G26. But getting all the relevant facts 

about the locomotives, sufficiently detailed for making a HO models, well, that's another story. 
Of course, without the Internet, nowadays it almost can't be done, but the major help I've got 
from a fellow modeller, Mr. Roman Cernila, whom I have met through some friends. He's not 

only a model trains enthusiast, but funny enough, he's employed as an actual driver of these 
beautiful diesels!!! I can't thank him enough for his kindness, providing me not only with nice 
photos of the prototypes, but with a copies of the original plans of the locomotives! He gave me 

also several very useful hints and facts about the prototypes, and I have to expose his 
enthusiasm about the reliability and quality of those locomotives he's driving. 

 
©2000, Roman Černila 

 

The actual G26 operating in Slovenia is a HCW-2 model, imported in 1986. In Slovenia the 
locomotive operate as series 664. By the GM standard vocabulary the number 26 indicate the 
use of the 645E, 16 cylinder 2000 HP motor. Letter C indicates 3-axel trucks, all axles powered 

(Co-Co configuration), and the letter W stands for standard gauge t/m's. The number -2 
indicates dash 2 design components and electronics in those locomotives (which are equipped 
with the 645E engine). What the letter H stands for, I couldn't figure out. 
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Building model 

Well, now the story got the major turn, and I haven't any more excuses for not building the 

model. 
 
I have to say, that I have never scratch builded any locomotive so far! Therefore, I have 

studied the plans and photos very carefully, trying to find which one would be the most easy to 
build and which already existing models I can use for that. Only God knows why I thought that 
the G26 would be appropriate and easy to make. Maybe because I already had some SD-45 and 

B23/7, which looks to me, that has enough similarity in parts, which can be used for my G26. 

I have decided to use Bachmann's SD-45 as a mechanism base, because of the really fair price 
- I wasn't prepared to ruin a couple of some very expensive locs, without being sure that the 
result will be as expected - using some fairly inexpensive locs cannot make too much financial 

damage. And secondly, the Bachmann's SD-45 is in fact very reliable and run smooth with it's 
2-flywheels mechanism. The Bachmann's two-flywheels mechanism and chassis offer smooth 
running for fair price. 

So, after transforming the original GM cut-through plan into HO, with a bit uncertainty, I took 

the small razor saw in my hands. 

 

The comparation between the photos of the actual locomotive and the original GM plans shows 
some differences, which causes me some grey hair - especially when I have needed actually to 

decide, which is in fact the version I'm building - the one on the photos, or the one originally 
made by GM! Trust me, that was really tough to decide - there was some locally made 
modifications with the snow-plow, the tanks and batteries under the frame, the rail guards on 

the side, the exhaust pipes on the roof, the horn type etc. Finally, I have decide to make the 
model, modified in Slovenia, which actually operate as 664-115. 

By making the body shell, I have used the nose of the Bachmann's B23/7, with huge amount of 
sanding, to make it in appropriate shape. The cabin comes from SD-45, also the first part of the 

shell, and second part again is greatly modified B-23/7 plus using a styrene sheets. During 
building, I have, of course, found out, that practically none of the existing shells (SD-45 and B-
23) can't be used without (too) strong modifications, and sometimes in the middle of the work, 

I saw that I have choose to build actually the most difficult model! It would be probably much 
easier to start with some G12 or G16, which are in fact quite similar to SD-7/9, and I wouldn't 
need to do it almost and practically from the scratch. But it seems that's one of the payloads to 

the lack of experiences. 
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Unfortunately, I have to admit, that my model is in fact 3mm shorter than it should be 
according to the plans, but that's due the fact I have used already existing driving mechanism 

of the SD-45, which is made from metal entirely, and I just can't prolong it, neither I had the 
will to do something like that. 

After the final assembling of the shell, where I made some parts out of styrene sheets, 

altogether strengthened with aluminium profile, it came the endless sanding, correcting with a 
putty, sanding again... I think I have repeated that process some thousand times. Since the 
shell for the G26 is much longer than SD-45's, I have made some L-shaped aluminium supports 

on which I install the new parts and glued on place with CA. 

After the assembling of all parts together, I've closed all unnecessary holes, and made a new 
ones, according to the plan. 
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The correct cabin roof for the G26 is made from very thin aluminium sheet, which is normally 
used in printing plants, and can be get there for free. The guard rails actually comes from an 

old Athearn locomotive, of course strongly modified. 
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The final shape and cover of all irregularities is made with thin layer of putty and careful 

sanding. By experiences, I can recommend really thin putty layers, and sanding, repeating the 
process as much as needed, instead of one thick putty layer, which will cover everything at 
once. But after drying, it is quite difficult to sand off the unnecessary material to correct shape. 
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Finally, after I have decide that now it is enough, I have sprayed the entire shell with the Revell 

basic colour (it turn out to be white), and finally sanded again with ultra fine sand paper 
(1000). 

The Revell basic colour makes a thin and even coat covering the original colouring and lettering 
of the models I have used for my purpose. Since Revell offers that in spray can, it is fairly easy 

to be done, but making several layers can also cover the subtle details on the shell (doors etc.), 
so some attention is needed. Better prepaire the shell much more carefully and patiently, and 
then one basic colour layer should be enough. Some minor sanding with high grade sand paper 

might be still required. 

 

I have done the airbrush paint job also myself, and looking for the right colour doesn't take 
very long - the Revell green No.62 (thanks again, Roman) is in fact exactly the match for the 

original dark green of the Slovenian Railroads. 

Since I wasn't very experienced with the airbrushing, at first I have tried my skills to one other 
model. It happens that I had one dummy model of the Athearn undecorated Genesis 

locomotive, so I thought, it might be fun to make it as a fantasy locomotive, of course not 
existing in reality. I have just seen the livery of the Pendolino trains which Slovenian Railroads 
has ordered in Italy. Well, I like that, quite modern livery, and I painted the Genesis loc 

following that livery. It turn out really nice, and I have decorated and detailed the model quite 
nicely. Today, it is displayed in our local hobby shop (hopefully, Amtrak won't place charges to 
me for that). 
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Lettering 

Of course, one of the most difficult part to achieve the accuracy of a scratch builded model is 

the exact lettering. Naive as I was, I thought it will be a piece of cake, using blank decal paper 
from Walthers, and doing the artwork on my computer. Well, it doesn't goes that easy. 

The artwork wasn't a big deal, and I have printed it directly on the decal paper with the Epson 
Stylus Photo printer... But it doesn't work as good as I have expected. After several probes, I 

printed the artwork on the original Epson Photo Quality paper, and took it to Photocopy Shop, 
to make a laser colour photocopy. 

That was quite satisfying, so the same evening I start with the decaling. But in my horror, I 
have realised, that although the black stripes comes out OK, the yellow was transparent!!! In 

real life that means, on the dark green shell, it comes out invisible... I've start to choose 
between possibilities of using the hammer on the locomotive, or maybe shooting myself, but 
luckily enough, suddenly a descent idea comes into my mind - to paint the part of the shell 

with stripes on yellow, and then to try with the decals again. And that works, since the black 
was OK. 

With the decal solution, the long and wide stripe comes on the shell nicely and without too 
many problems. 

But unfortunately, I couldn't do that with the tiny logo of the SZ, so currently my model is 
without the logo on the nose and on the back. That will be done later, since I have ordered a 
custom decals with the logos in some American decal manufacturer, which I've found in Model 

Railroader advertising section. Hopefully, when I'll get it, it will be OK. 

 

Completion 

The small details comes from my "old parts box", for the bumpers I have used Liliput sprung 
bumpers, appropriately painted. 
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Finally, I have weathered the model, quite heavily, following the actual photographs I have. 

Some of my fellow modellers have criticised me because of that, since they have liked the loc in 
all the glory and shine, but I do love my machines if they looks like they have some 15 or even 
30 years of service on their backs. 

 

Conclusion 

Of course, since this was my first building project at all, it really took much more time than 

maybe necessary (and even with all that beginners care, I succeed to overlook some details...), 
and I do realise some imperfections, which might cause some criticism of some more skilled 
and experienced modellers. But, from the other hand, building of this was also my learning 

course. But still, it doesn't look that bad in my eyes, runs beautifully, and it is a pride of my 
layout. It is indeed quite huge and really beautiful locomotive, as a prototype and as a model. 

Now I'm preparing myself to build the other three EMD diesels of SZ, but with much more 

confidence, and after all, knowing something more about that. I just hope, that this article can 
encourage somebody, to try to build his own favourite model, even if there is a lack of know-
how and experiences. Even if the first one might comes out not so perfect as pictured in the 

mind before the start, all the work with it, the research, the actual building is such a great fun, 
and will fulfil you with such a pride, that it will be more than a payload for all the troubles and 
moments of thinking for giving up. And the next ones then, might be really piece of cake. 

 

Unless specified otherwise, all photographs recorded by the author. All rights reserved. 
Reproduction, copying and storing in any way, whether a whole article or individual 

parts, is not allowed, except with the written consent of copyright holders.  

The article was published in the Continental Modeller 8/2000. 
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